
 

 

※ Note: Click on the blue text within【】to link to the website for videos and further information. 

 

A.  Thermostatic Printing System Taiwan Invention Patent No. I 762245 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer Thermostatic Printing System】 

By increasing the ink temperature, the complete ink transfer 

can be maintained constantly and the printing conditions and 

quality will not be affected by the external ambient 

temperature. 

 ▌Features:  

1. Control temperature by HMI is simple and easy to operate. 

2. Accelerate ink evaporation, ensuring excellent ink deposit. 

3. Improve ink picks. 

4. Improve ink opacity.  

5. Increase productivity: Achieve the same results with 1 print 

instead of the original 2 prints. 

6. Increase printing quality stability. 

 ▌Specification: The voltage should be chosen, 110V or 220V. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

B.  Magnetic Cliché Fixation Base Taiwan Utility Model Patent No. M648609 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Magnetic Cliché Fixation Base】 

 

Electromagnet is applied to magnetic cliché fixation base for 

fixing printing cliché, providing precise positioning with 

magnetic attraction. Activate the magnetic attraction after 

positioning, eliminating the need of screw tightening for a 

quick and stable setup! This prevents not locking securely or 

forgetting to lock in the midst of busyness. HMI smart 

monitoring notifications help minimize wear and tear. 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

https://www.finecause.com/product/a4Czu5Ahh6Gq8IN7/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/3dCZy36gUAwI9xWf/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8


 

 

Disposable 
Ink Cup US$1 

Actual Combination Photo: 
Ink Cup Cover + 

Disposable Ink Cup + 
Doctoring Ring 

Doctoring 
Ring US$212 

Cliché Right-Side Insertion Picture 

Upper – Thin Cliché / Lower – Thin Cliché Base 

 

C.  Disposable Ink Cup Set Taiwan Utility Model Patent No. M648875 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Disposable Ink Cup Set】 

The ink cup is for one-time use and can be thrown away after 

use. There is no need to wash the ink cup, which saves 

cleaner. The highlight is the super-easy disassembly-with a 

simple pull by hand, there is no need for a flathead 

screwdriver to dismantle the doctoring ring! No need for the 

use of a sealing ring, but it ensures no ink leakage. 

pad printers equipped with 

 Ø60mm ink cup. 

US$ (EXW) 

Disposable Ink Cup $1/pc 

Doctoring Ring $212/pc 

Ink Cup Cover $135/pc 

 

 

 

 

 

D.  Adjustable Cliché Base 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Adjustable Cliché Base】 

 

The direction in front, back, left, and right and angles of the 

cliché can be adjusted. In addition to adjusting the X-Y 

platform, the cliché base is also adjustable to achieve the 

perfect printing result. It can even be used for color 

registration to fine tune the printing position. FineCause 

multicolor pad printing machines are all equipped with 

adjustable cliché bases, and it is also available as an optional 

accessory for single-color machines. 

 

single-color ink cup pad printers  

(2 cliché insertion orientations,  

from right-side or from left-side.) 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

E.  Thin Cliché Base 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Thin Cliché Base】 

 

If the demand for small quantities and diverse printing is high 

and the cliché need to be replaced frequently, thin cliché is 

the most economical and affordable choice. The plate fee is 

only half the price of the regular thick plate 

all series of pad printing machines 

(2 cliché insertion orientations,  

from right-side or from left-side.) 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

 

 

https://www.finecause.com/product/e4eZyE7ggBqUFzSC/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/f75ZY99gQ0nHCtY9/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/1eazy93Zn1gXFUP8/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8


 

 

 

F.  Safety Door Device 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Safety Door Device】  

The pad printing machine equipped with a sensor safety door 

device can prevent the hand from accidentally reaching into 

the printing machine in operation, which will reduce the 

accidents occurring probability and reduce the adhesion of 

dust during printing. 

▌Features:  

1. Adopt full extension drawer slide, which does not occupy 

the space. 

2. Acrylic side door safety device can block wind and dust. 

3. Without letting external factors affect ink volatilization 

ratio so that the printing effect is more stable. 

4. Sensor safety device will let the machine stop immediately 

when the door is opened. 

pad printer FC-161ANC and FC-191ANC 

US$ (EXW) 

$225/set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G.  Pad Cleaning Mechanism 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Pad Cleaning Mechanism】 

 

With automatic pad cleaning (residual ink removal) function, 

the pad cleaning process will be done automatically after 

printing. Can be set to remove residual ink (clean pad) after 

a specific number of prints and the cleaning times can be set 

as well. Even the invisible dust can be eliminated to ensure a 

perfect print every time. 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.finecause.com/product/3E7ZuF4iT4GjbYrB/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/44czY94hPeYm3QU0/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8


 

 

 

H.  Cross Red Light Laser Pointer 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Cross Red Light Laser Pointer】 

Conveniently and quickly position and do printing according 

to the place where the infrared ray is irradiated. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

$275/set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.  Hair Dryer Holder Set/Hair Dryer Holder (Retractable) < Hair dryer is not included. > 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Special Hair Dryer Holder】 

According to the ink characteristics, it may be necessary to 

use a hair dryer as an auxiliary to partially dry the ink on the 

printing pad. The dedicated hair dryer holder for the pad 

printer provides a convenient placement for the hair dryer 

with easy adjustment of drying positioning. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Hair Dryer Holder Set: $34/set 

Hair Dryer Holder (Retractable): $45/set 

 

 

 

 

 

J.  Magnetic Storage Organizer Set: Storage Box / Solvent Holder / Tape Hanger 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Magnetic Storage Organizer Set】 

A great helper for printing machines, with super strong 

magnetic attraction for instant and secure attachment. The 

storage organizer set keeps everything neatly organized, 

making it easy to grab tools. The dividers in the storage box 

can be moved freely, allowing for personalized configurations 

based on individual preferences for convenient access. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Storage Box: $88/pc 

Solvent Holder: $26/pc 

Tape Hanger: $15/pc 

 

 

 

 

 

Cross Red Light 
Laser Pointer 

Hair Dryer Holder Set 
US$34 

Hair Dryer Holder (Retractable) 
US$45 

Storage Box US$88 Solvent Holder US$26 Tape Hanger US$15 

Placement  
Example 

___                    Magnetic Storage Organizer Set                       

https://www.finecause.com/product/511ZTb4hi6WS8tMd/Fa8Yp40zP5PqCTq9
https://www.finecause.com/product/11aYp64Mm8Zy9SWf/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/aB5YP42mhawy1IQ5/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8


 

 

 

K.  Rotating Mechanism / Servo Rotating Mechanism 

Suitable/Applied for 【Rotating Mechanism or Servo Rotating Mechanism】 

During printing, only 1 jig is needed to print different 

positions. There is no need to manually turn over the object 

and do alignment again, enhancing efficiency and speeding 

up the printing process. 

⚫ Rotating Mechanism-Pneumatic Cylinder: 

The adjustable angle is 145~240 degrees, with the ability 

to rotate up to 360 degrees by replacing the cylinder. 

⚫ Rotating Mechanism-Servo:  

The jig angle can be fine-tuned at will to accommodate 

the printing angle of object, enabling multi-angle and 

multi-position printing. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

L.  Hot Air Device (Air Blower or Vacuum Pump) 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Hot Air Blower】 

Improve the ink drying speed on objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

M. Vacuum Suction Device 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Vacuum Suction Device】 

 

Used for securing thin objects, thin glass plates, etc., to 

prevent object displacement or sticking to the screen stencil 

during printing. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

Rotating Mechanism 

Servo Rotating Mechanism 

https://www.finecause.com/product/221Zw9dii8Nu0hH6/633zuDChTDnh6Yu8
https://www.finecause.com/product/49dZX2AIy7Uz3qXa/db4yPa4zPFPq5TQ7
https://www.finecause.com.tw/product/f45yP2fmzEZHBst5/bF0yPB2zp9pQ4tqA


 

 

 

N.  Air Suction Device (Air Blower or Vacuum Pump) 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Air Blower plus Air Suction Jig】 

Used for securing thin objects, thin glass plates, etc., to 

prevent object displacement or sticking to the screen stencil 

during printing. 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

(different HP, different price) 

 

 

 

 

 

O.  A018001 Photoelectric Sensor Automatic Blower/ 

A018003 + Side-Mounted Magnetic Attraction Type 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Photoelectric Sensor Automatic Blower】 

 

Inductive nozzle – utilize photoelectric sensors to 

automatically blows air when detecting objects in close 

proximity. The side-mounted magnetic attraction type can be 

is also available, facilitating convenient assembly and 

disassembly. It is the ideal complement of pad printing 

machine, screen printing machine, and other printing 

machine. 

▌Specification: Voltage - 110V 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

$225/set (w/o side-mounted) 

$265/set (w/ side-mounted) 

 

 

Air Blower 

Air Suction Jig 

Side-Mounted 
Example 

https://www.finecause.com/video/pad-printer-FC-291ANC/130ype4zp3PQ4TQa
https://www.finecause.com/product/8eaYpbbRT3SPdzPF/e44ypf4Mh1tT2IW4


 

 

 

P.  A018002 Photoelectric Sensor Automatic Blower <Anti-Static Type> /  

A018004 + Side-Mounted Magnetic Attraction Type 

Suitable/Applied for 【Anti-Static Photoelectric Sensor Automatic Blower】  

 

Use an anti-static device to remove dust. A dedicated 

blowing tube is applied for optimal static elimination 

effectiveness. The side-mounted magnetic attraction type 

can be is also available, facilitating convenient assembly and 

disassembly. It is the ideal complement of pad printing 

machine, screen printing machine, and other printing 

machine. 

▌Specification: Voltage - 110V 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

$655/set (w/o side-mounted)  

$695/set (w/ side-mounted)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.  Small Indexing Table 

Suitable/Applied for 【Pad Printer with Small Indexing Table】 

 

Simultaneously load object by personnel while the machine 

performs printing action increases printing productivity. 

 

all series of pad printing machines 

US$ (EXW) 

Price based on different models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Side-Mounted 
Example 

https://www.finecause.com/product/65cypA4MH6wtAGzc/e44ypf4Mh1tT2IW4
https://www.finecause.com/product/55fYp24MG5qyFgr5/442YPc3Zp8pq2tQ4

